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Abstract: 

This study deals with the thems of "in-betweeness" in the modern Afro-

American Drama, drawing upon the accumulated literature of the colonial 

and postcolonial studies. In-betweeness appears in these studies under the 

canopy of the terms mimicry, hybridity and liminality which refer to a 

transformative, in-between state of being. It also refers to themutual relations 

holdingbetween man and his cultural space.  

This concept is fitting the Afro-American playwright Amiri Baraka's 

plays and his violent, revolutionary theatre. In his play Dutchman (1964), 

Clay, the protagonist, is a good example of the two-ness or in-betweeness. 

He finds difficulty choosing between the ethnocentric white culture and the 

black culture.He allows himself to be shaped into the image of the white 

middle–class society.  Baraka's protagonist is thus situated in between two 

worlds and is made to suffer the ramifications of a culturally estranged 

identity. 
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In his The Souls of Black Folks, William Edward Burghardt Du 

Boisposits: 

 

It is a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness, this sense of 

always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of 

measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in 

amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness,-an 

American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled 

strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged 

strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder. 

 

Premised on the previous note of Du Bois,the term "double 

consciousness"
i
describes an individual whose identity is divided into several 

facets.These facets bring about theexistential tension between black man and 

the ideals of the whites whichappears when the black man comes into contact 

with the values of his surrounding American environment. Early African 

Americans were longing to see their original homeland Africa and they saw 

America as the land which repressed their cultural identity.They were torn 

between their Africanness and their Americaness, thoughthey were not 

treated as Americans, or seeing themselves as African only.African 

Americans fall in between two cultures. Thus, the term African-American 

betrays the problematic of (be)longing.This two-ness or in-betweeness of 

being African or American helps to understand the psycho-social divisions 

existing in the American society. 

The issues related to Afro-Americanism can be approached in the 

context of postcolonial theory and by drawing upon the terminologies 

therein. Hence, it is theoretically justifiable to talk about the problematic of 

African American in terms of colonizer/ colonized. This is especially so 
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when the question of The Location of Culture is brought hereto the front in 

relation to the problematic issues of identity, in-betweeness, otherness, and 

the hybridization of the self.  

Du Bois almost foreshadows HomiBhabha's notion of the hybrid 

identity.In his book The Location of Culture (1994),Bahba uses concepts 

such as mimicry, interstice, hybridity and liminality.
ii
He believes that 

thepeople of thecolonized countries are imitating and taking on the culture of 

the colonizers.He sees mimicry as a  

double vision which in disclosing the ambivalence of colonial 

discourse also disrupts its authority. And it is a double vision that is a 

result of what [is] described as the partial representation/recognition 

of the colonial object...the figures of a doubling, the part-objects of a 

metonymy of colonial desire which alienates the modality and 

normality of those dominate discourses in which they emerge as 

'inappropriate' colonial subjects.
iii

 

 

Bhabhadraws on MikhailBakhtin'sterm "hybridity"which shows the 

transfiguring power of multivocal languages situations and howthe single 

sentence can bedouble-voiced.
iv

Bhabadevelops the theory of hybridity and 

tries to associateit with mimicry. He believes thatmimicry creates a hybrid 

third space in whicha new identity might emergeand developfrom the 

interaction of two cultures. When the colonized tries to imitate the colonizer, 

he uses an exaggerated copy of the language, culture and manners of the 

colonizer. As a result, this mimicry brings a form of mockery. 

 Regarding the issue of identity, Bhabha draws on Franz Fanon’s 

psychoanalytic model of colonialism and Jacques Lacan’s 

conceptof mimicry. In Colonialism/ Postcolonialism, Ania Loomba explain 
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show Bhabhais influenced by Fanon's theory of "otherness": 

 

It is Homi Bhabha's usage of the concept of hybridity that has been 

the most influential and controversial within recent postcolonial 

studies  .Bhabha goes back to Fanon to suggest that liminality and 

hybridity arenecessary attributesof the colonial condition. For Fanon, 

… ,psychic trauma results when the colonial subject realizes that he 

can neverattain the whiteness he hasbeen taught to desire, to shed the 

blackness thathe has learnt to devalue. Bhabha amplifies this to 

suggest that colonialidentities are always a matter of flux and agony.
v
 

 

In accordance with Fanon's ideas, Bhabhaexplains howthe colonized puts on 

his mask and imitates the whites. After this process of transformation, the 

colonized will find himself neglected by his own people and the whites as 

well. In hisintroduction to the Black Skin,White Masks, Fanon shows his  

racial anxiety to be  a white man:  “There is a fact: White men consider 

themselves superior to Black men. There is another fact: Black men want to 

prove to White men at all costs, the richness of their thought, theequal value 

of their intellect”
vi

 

Challenging Bhabha's notion ofthe third space, LeslieAdelsonrefuses 

the idea of building an imaginary bridge to combine two separate worlds. 

She explains: 

 

The imaginary bridge “between two worlds” is designed to keep 

discrete worlds apart as much as it pretends to bring them together. 

Migrants are at best imagined as suspended on this bridge in 

perpetuity; critics do not seem to have enough imagination to picture 

them actually crossing the bridge and landing anywhere 

new….Instead of reifying different cultures as fundamentally foreign, 

we need to understand culture itself differently.
vii
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According to her, this "in-betweeness" is not a concept but a transitional 

space. It is like a man who sticks in between two differentworlds 

ofbelonging and then he decides to establish his new space of identity. 

Influenced by her view, Jim Jordan believes that in the two worlds  "the 

migrant subject [is] either suspended in motion or trapped 

betweenthem.”
viii

As a result of these two negativeviews, the study of the 

natural progress of cultural hybriditymay be hindered or blocked. 

This theorizing has crystalized some notions in the line of 

"acculturation" that might prove helpful in explaining out the colonizer-

colonized relation within the enclave of one culture.There are two 

dimensions of acculturation:how the Afro-Americans responded to the 

challenges of being marginalized or assimilated; or how they separated 

themselves from the mainstream culture which is here the white man's ethos.  

From this, as John Berry observes, four groups emerge: Assimilation which 

adopts the host culture only; Separation which preserves the original culture 

and neglects the host culture;Integration thatmeans adopting the host culture, 

and preserving the original culture; and finally Marginalizationwhich means 

rejecting both the original and the host culture.
ix

The black man is to choose 

one kind of acculturation that is more satisfying to him than others. 

 These strategies best designate the black man's life during the course 

of history. In order to participate in Americansociety, one should reduce the 

stress of assimilation and separation and should be aware of the danger of 

marginalization. But the inhumane practices against blacks demonstrated by 

the whites give a clearer picture of the relationship between the two groups. 

The civil war broke out and the black people got finally their independency 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_assimilation
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and citizenship. But theirsufferings continued becauseof discrimination and 

legal segregation of "Jim Crow Law."
x
 This law forced the blacks to find 

separate schools, parks, restaurants, and even cemeteries. Du Boisappears 

again on the horizon and attacks this law. He describes blacks asliving 

"behind the veil"
xi

and in order for them to prove their identities, they should 

be educated to break this law.Inspired byDu Bois, the contentious writer 

Amiri Baraka is carrying a sternly political agenda. He is aninfluential figure 

in the development of thecontemporary black literaturethatrejected the 

Western values by creating art that conveyed a didactic purpose and reflected 

the true values of the African-American community.Baraka is "a moving 

target [which] is harder to hit,"
xii

 as LyndaKoolishstates.   

Obviously Baraka's life itself is the best paradigm of "in-betweeness" 

and "otherness". It witnessed many professional and personal controversies. 

Before writing his play Dutchman(1964), his name was LiRoi Jones and he 

was influenced by the white Beats and the forms of their poems.But this 

assimilation did not last long because he was seeking "forms of authentic 

black expression."
xiii

  A great transference of his ideas and beliefs happened 

after the death of the Muslim Leader Malcolm X in1965. He turned his back 

on the white world by leaving his Jewish wife,breaking his ties with his 

white friends of the Beats, and moving from the avant-garde world of 

Greenwich Village to Harlemwith his black brothers. At this time, he gave 

himself his new name, ImamuAmeer (later changed to Amiri) Baraka – 

meaning “spiritual leader or a blessed prince.” Affected by the clashes 

between the police and the white racists and byhis suffering after being 

thrownin jail for a “misdemeanor” which was never proven, Baraka began 
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his new life as a cultural nationalist. He helped organize the 1972 National 

Black Political Convention and founded Afro-centric community arts and 

political groups in Harlem and Newark.His self-conflict brightens up through 

his poem "An Agony. As Now" which shows aconflict between his black self 

and the self that he wants to be: 

 

I am inside someone  

who hates me. I look 

outfrom his eyes. Smell  

what fouled tunes come in  

to his breath. love his 

wretched woman.
xiv

 

 

Baraka here says that the white society is preventing him from loving 

himself or feeling as a complete man. His spiritual agony can be stopped if 

the time of salvation becomes near.  His burning need to find a solution to 

the white racism made him advocatethe ideasof usingtheatre as a weapon 

against racismand violence as a means of solving the racial conflict.  

Baraka's life and his controversial ideas are akinto DuBois's vision of 

the "in-betweeness". This sense of double consciousness is well dramatized 

in the character of Clayin Baraka's one-act playDutchman (1964). Clay, the 

assimilated middle-class Negro, rides a subway train in New York City.He is 

on his way to a friend's party wearing a buttoned-down collar and suit. He 

adopts the dress, speech and manners of the white bourgeois society. Thus, 

he represents the culture of manyblacks taking to the bourgeoisclass. This 

assimilation accelerates his weaknesses and makes him think that 

thebohemian white woman Lula is seducing him. 
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One of the weaknesses of the black man which is still waving in the 

canopy of the African-American lifeisthe recalling of the ghost of 

slavery.This ghost can be manifested in any means of transportation and this 

helps to lighten the issue of American racial equality.The subway in 

Dutchman, for example, is like the ship that enslaves the earlier black 

man.This ship may be haunted by the history of Jim Crows Laws and the 

story of "Rose Parks, an African-American seamstress in Montgomery, 

Alabama, [who] was arrested for refusing to give up her seat at the front of a 

city bus."
xv

This subway alsoshows the enmity between blacks and whites 

which is doomed for eternity. Baraka believes that the white silent 

passengersare like ghosts or white terrorof theFlying Dutchman. Lula is their 

representative who inhabits the subway. Seeing her black victim reading a 

magazine, she tries to release Clay's anger and free him from his pretense.  

Beginning with the title of the play Dutchman, it is clear that this play 

is a metaphor of the legendof the Flying Dutchman, a ghost slave ship that 

the Dutch sailed to the American colonies. The legend goes that the captain 

of the slave-bearing vessel blasphemes God and the ship sails the seas 

eternally without ever finding a safe harbor. The story of this legend is 

echoed in Richard Wagner's operatic version Dutchman (1843) with a 

different shade of plotting.  Wagner's opera depicts a captain who can be 

saved only if he finds a faithful love. However, opposition is held in both 

Wagner's and Baraka's works as regards the woman who "brings 

redemption"
xvi

in the former's and the one who 'brings death"
xvii

in the latter's. 

Seen from an archetypal perspective, Clay and Lula are symbols of 

Adam and Eve. In the first scene, Lula is eating an apple. She is like the 
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fallen Eve. But her apple is not the same apple as that renowned apple of the 

"true knowledge". Thus, her role here is like the medieval witch figure, 

Lilith. Lula here tries to tempt Clay and smash his suppression. This 

indicates the white and the western manor woman as the white devil and 

represents Lula as a white temptress who wants to have sex with Clay. This 

story explains (the white myth of Black Male sexuality)
xviii

whichshowsthe 

black male's sexual superiority. Clay's situation is like those innocent black 

males who were accused of sexual indiscretions against white women. 

Clay wants to be acceptable in the American society as represented 

by the character of Lula. The name of this character, Clay, means the black 

American who allows himself to be shaped into the image of the white 

middle–class society. He has been formed like clay. His interests are 

associated with an academic degree. He shows his learned skill when he 

chats politely with Lula and behaves gentlemanly to her, though she keeps 

insulting him. He is attracted to her and he subconsciously denies his 

blackness. His denial of his real identity is attacked by Baraka. Baraka here 

disdains Clay or every black man who, instead of supporting his negritude 

and revolting against the mainstream culture of the white societywhere he 

adopts the dress, speech, manners, and even the literary aesthetics of that 

society.   

The blacks are afraid of the whites and are suffering from the racial 

discrimination. There was a cry or a revolution against the racial tension 

which happened in 1960s in the United States. Baraka responded to the racial 

injustice he observed on the streets of  New York and declared that his play 

Dutchman is an example of a "revolutionary theatre.""The Revolutionary 
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Theatre", Baraka confirms, "must EXPOSE! Show up the insides of these 

humans, look into black skulls. White men will cower before this theatre 

because it hates them. Because they themselves have been trained to hate. 

The Revolutionary Theatre must hate them for hating."
xix

 Baraka is even 

calling for the death of the whites who are frightening the blacks.
xx

  He 

wants his audience to act in revolutionary and violent ways to overthrow the 

dominant white American social order.  In Dutchman, this wish is achieved 

after using a locomotion technique on the stage which facilitated the ability 

of "revolutionizing theatrical space and its relationship to the world outside 

the theatre."
xxi

 

 In Baraka's Dutchman, there is a relationship between the actors and 

the liminal space that is situated beneath the streets of New York City. The 

spatio-temporal circumstances in the subway reflect the identity of each 

character. They helpthe characters to think that this subway gathers two 

separate worlds. The subway train "allows a space of anonymity in which 

identities can occur as temporary transactions, not weighted down by long 

histories but consisting only of those actions and words subjects choose to 

share in the quite limited duration of their journey's overlap."
xxii

 Lula claims 

that she knows Clay well and she knows his name and the name of his 

friends, while she only speculates on this. For this reason, it is obviously 

seen that this "train is Lula's space, just as the Flying Dutchman belongs to 

its doomed captain"
xxiii

On the other hand, Clay is sitting in a non-place, 

separated from his past as an African man.  

In the "Dimlights" of the subway, Clay's black body is torn between 

two antithetical worldviews: one is African, the other is American.Provoked 
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by Lula's mocking questions about the reason which makes him dress a 

jacket and tieand about hisgrandfather's being slave, Clay answers: 

 

My grandfather was a night watchman 

Lula: And you went to a colored college where everybody 

thought they were Averell Harriman 

Clay: All except me. 

Lula: And who did you think you were? Who do you think you 

are now? 

Clay: Well, in college I thought I was Baudelaire. But I've slowed 

down since. 

Lula: I bet you neveronce thought you were a black nigger.
xxiv

 

 

Lula wants him to invite her to his friend's party and then they can go to her 

home when "the real fun begins"(p.220). Lula is aware of Clay's duality that 

"plays one side of confrontation between Clay and himself."
xxv

Clay does not 

know that he will meet his consciousness in the subway represented now by 

Lula. His conscious is asking, screaming, urging him to leave his white mask 

and turn to his origin. But Clay answers: 

My people! They don’t need me to claim them. They got legs and 

arms of their own. Personal insanities.Mirrors. They don’t need all 

those words. They don’t need any defense.(P.225) 

 

Clay tries to neglect all Lula's comments that remind him of being a black 

other while he thinks himself to be something of CharlesBaudelaire. But the 

whites know that the black man is trying to suppress his rage. They are 

making the black man lose his temper in public in order to respond in an 

oppressive manner.  

Lula is trying to let him lose his temper by urging him to stand and 

scream at people. Her inflammatoryattempts and her shrill laughs irritate 
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Clay. She incites him (and Baraka) not to forget his origin and imitate the 

white poets whose wordsare useless. She chides him for 

 

shaking that wildroot cream‐oil on your knotty head, jackets 

buttoning up to your chin, so full of white man's words Christ, God, 

Get up' ,and scream at these people. Like scream meaningless shit in 

these hopeless faces. (P.223) 

 

Forcedto remember their racial difference, Clay unleashes his rage and takes 

off his mask. The real Clay appears when he breaks his white assimilation. 

He tells her that he prefers to be a writer using words rather than murdering 

the whites. Clay's words mean that writing is for fools or cowards who want 

to besafe from any political activities: 

 

I’d rather be a fool. Insane.Safe with my words, and no deaths, and 

clean, hard thoughts, urging me to new conquests.My people's 

madness. Hah! That's a laugh. My people.(P.225) 

 

Lula’s laughs have grown to a cruel attack, and Clay finally is 

provoked and he slaps her. He asks her to keep her "stupid mouth 

closed"(P.225). She continues her verbal attack by saying: "You're afraid of 

white people. And your father was Uncle Tom Big Lip."(P.225) He becomes 

resentful and declares that his white man's three-button suit is only a disguise 

to keep him from cutting the white man's throat. Clay also argues that artists 

like Bessie Smith and Charlie Parker used their art as a means to prevent 

themselves from revolting against white people. Clay affirms “If Bessie 

Smith had killed some white people she wouldn’t have needed that music. 

She could have talked very straight and plain about the world.”(P.225) 
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Woody Carter states that "in this white world, Clay is and always will 

be just a nigger. His African spirit remains forced to assume an inferior status 

as its legacy remains chained to the shadows of slavery in colonial America. 

Clay's inheritance is the consciousness of an oppressed and angry black 

man."
xxvi

 Du Bois and Fanon both note the identity crisis resultingfrom this 

dual conscious. The black man "has been given two frames of reference 

withinwhich he has had to place himself. His metaphysics …his customs  

and the sources  on which they were based, were wiped  out because  they 

were in conflict  with a civilization  that he did not  know  and that  imposed  

itself on him."
xxvii

Digesting diverse cultural ingredients, the black man can 

acclimate with the white world. The newborn baby will be influenced by the 

political, social, and economic circumstances of his family and with the 

passage of time and with the help of radio, films, and schools, thecharacter of 

the newborn babies will be shaped and defined as part of the mainstream 

culture.  

Though tempted to slaughter Lula, Clay initially appeals to her. He 

later warns Lula that he is capable of "turning his back on sanity'' and 

murdering her. He finally attacks Lula, slapping "her as hard as he can 

across the mouth. Lula's head bangs against the back of the seat. When she 

raises it again, Clay slaps her again."
xxviii

As his anger disperses and Clay 

prepares to move to another seat away from Lula, she stabs him, twice, and 

fellow passengers help her throw his body out of the moving train. They do 

so, silently. When a similar young Negro rides thesubway train at the next 

stop, Lula tempts him as if she is doing a similar temptation routine. Thus, 

Clay and others will die because they have no clear roadmap for their 
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salvation. In this regard, Henry D. Miller says: 

It can be successfully argued that Lula’s attack is, in fact, an attempt 

to divest Clay of his white-inspired, middle-class assumptions, such 

assumptions having sapped his vitality as a man and therefore as a 

sexual partner. Lula could mount the same case of sexual inadequacy 

against a white male middle-class intellectual. And Clay’s racial 

rhetoric aside for the moment, his ultimate response to Lula’s attack 

can also be read as the rage of a heterosexual male whose sexual 

prowess has been impugned by an attractive woman.
xxix

 

 

Fanon explains the experience of black man in a white-dominated 

world; it is an experience that develops into two dimensions: one with man 

fellow Blacks, the other with the Whites. The Black man must make an effort 

to “whiten” himself. To the white, the Black man is not a man; he is a new 

kind of man that bears no resemblance to himself. This, Fanon argues, is 

another contribution to the inferiority complex of the Black. Fanon also adds 

that the whites do not consider the black manone of the species. This 

problem disturbs the black man who suffers the grudge of this inferiority.    

In keeping with what Fanon says about the unconscious of black 

man, Lula's and Clay'slurk their true identities "not beneath the mask but 

beneath the skin."
xxx

Each one is playing the role of the other, Clay with his 

peaceful and obedient manner and Lula with her violent and aggressive 

words and expressions.This reversal calls to mind the concept of 

thecarnivalesqueof MikhailBakhtin. The carnivalesque reversal with its 

grotesquery has to do with "crowning" and "uncrowning"
xxxi

when the king 

becomes the jester, and vice versa.This is a characteristic of the train which 

is a carnivalesque placepar excellence.  Baraka shows in Dutchman, as 

Leslie Fiedler states, "the Negro problem in the United States…[with] the 
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gothic horror of our daily life."
xxxii

 Clay and Lula change their roles. The 

beast here is Lula who says that her name is "Lena hyena"while the victim is 

Clay. And instead of killing the white woman Lula, Clay the black man is 

viciously killed. Lula succeeds in "bringing Clay's repressed desire to the 

surface of his consciousness. Through her verbal taunting she eventually 

peers into Clay's 'black skull' and finds his murderous unconscious 

impulses"
xxxiii

which she herself impersonates. 

In conclusion, it is obvious that the character ofClay is similar to the 

character of its creator Amiri Baraka. Both of them suffer under a curse of a 

white society and the disillusionment of their assimilationist lifestyles. Like 

the captain of thesubtextual legend, Clay's curse will be lifted if he sacrifices 

his identity and adopts theideas of the Whites.  Thus, he ignores his black 

identity when he assimilateshimself into thewhite culture.Baraka, through 

Clay, is trying to wipe out his white self. His character,Clay,finds difficulty 

choosing betweenthe ethnocentric white culture andthe black ethos. His 

death at the end means that this play, as Baraka says, is about how difficult it 

is "to becomea [black] man in America."
xxxiv

True to Baraka's statement, and 

with the legend of the Flying Dutchman in mind, it is apt to say that it is hard 

for the black man's identity to be salvaged. 
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  مسزحية مفهىم المابينية والذات المغتزبة في  

لأميزي بزكة " يالزجل الهىلند "

 سينب حسىن عبد الاميز: المدرس

 

 الخلاصة 

الاسرعًاسٚح ٔيا تعذ الاسرعًاسٚح, ذعًذُ آخزج تُظش الاعرثاس انًٕسٔز انُظش٘ نهذساساخ 

ٚثشصُ يفٕٓو انًاتُٛٛح ذحد . ْزج انذساسح انٗ ذُأل يفٕٓو انًاتُٛٛح فٙ انًسشح الافشٔايشٚكٙ انحذٚس

 ذشٛش يظهح ٔاحذج يع يصطهحاخ أخشٖ  يٍ قثٛم انرُكش انصقافٙ, ٔانٓجُح ٔعرثح الاغرشاب, ٔانرٙ

كًا ٔٚشٛش يفٕٓو انًاتُٛٛح انٗ جذنٛح  انعلاقح  يا . جًٛعٓا انٗ حانح انٕجٕد انًرحٕل ٔانًُقسى 

 .تٍٛ الاَساٌ ٔحٛضِ انصقافٙ

ُّ انصٕس٘    ذرُأل ْزج انذساسح انكاذة انًسشحٙ الافشٔايشٚكٙ أيٛش٘ تشكح ٔيسشح

( 1964)" انشجم انٕٓنُذ٘" فٙ يسشحٛرّ . انعُٛف نثٛاٌ يذٖ ذجزس ْزا انًفٕٓو فٙ َراجّ

ٚثشص انثطم كلا٘, تٕصفح خٛش يصال نًا ٚذعٗ تانصُائٛح أ انًاتُٛٛح انصقافٛح, إر ٚجاتّ ْزا 

ٔيٍ ُْا  . انثطم يسأنح الأخرٛاس يا تٍٛ شقافح  انعشق الأتٛط انًرسٛذج ٔشقافرّ انسٕداء انًًٓشح

ُّ ٚخٕض ذثعح انٕٓٚح  ُّ فٙ يعرشكِ عانًٍٛ يخرهفٍٛ, الايش انز٘ ٚجعه ٚجذ ْزا انثطم َفس

 .انًغرشتح شقافٛاً
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